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The maps of our everyday lives are much more than
just linear lists of place names. Instead, their colours,
symbols, contours and grid lines seek to describe differ-
ent types of landscape, and to depict the spatial rela-
tionships between structural and functional landmarks
of the environment (Fig. 1). It was the combination of
photography and aviation that revolutionized map-
making in the early part of this century. In much the
same way, it is fluorescence microscopy and digital
imaging (Box 1) in combination with molecular gen-
etics that is driving our emerging view of the genome 
in space and time. 
Condensed for mitosis but allowing a little latitude
Chromosomes trapped in mitosis are our most fa-
miliar visual representation of the genome. Their
banded appearance, when stained in the appropriate
way, can be used to give us clues about the different
types of chromatin environment within the genome
(from C-, G- and R-bands, through to T-bands) and
about global patterns of DNA organization1,2. The con-
centration of vertebrate genes into R- and T-bands that
replicate early in S phase, that are GC-rich and that are
packaged with hyperacetylated nucleosomes3–7 sug-
gests a functional and structural segregation of the gen-
ome into 5–10 Mb-sized chunks.
The condensed and rod-like appearance of
metaphase chromosomes have made them ideal refer-
ence points for mapping DNA sequences relative to the
longitudinal chromosome axis by fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH). There have also been reports that
specific loci occupy fixed lateral positions on each sister
chromatid, that is, either internal, median or external,
relative to the long axis8. Such mirror symmetry sup-
ports the idea that sister chromatids are helices of oppo-
site handedness – a conclusion also reached by observ-
ing the folding path of the chromosome scaffold at the
axial core of each chromatid9. Electron micrographs 
of a halo of DNA loops surrounding this metaphase
scaffold, in chromosomes that have been experimen-
tally decondensed by extraction of soluble proteins, 
are compelling visual evidence favouring a radial
loop/scaffold model of metaphase chromosome struc-
ture10. Major proteins of this scaffold are toposiomerase
IIa and ScII. The former is required for decatenation of
sister chromatids and for chromosome condensation;
the latter is an SMC protein, some of whose family
members are components of complexes needed for the
condensation of mitotic chromosomes and for the
maintenance of sister-chromatid cohesion11. The
chromosome core can also be seen, although in less
exquisite detail, by light microscopy. Combined with
FISH, this has enabled topographical descriptions of the
human genome to be made within metaphase chromo-
somes12. Specific DNA segments are consistently associ-
ated with the axial core on both chromatids, with loops
of DNA extending out for ~200 kb either side (Fig. 2).
The sites of association between DNA and this chromo-
some core correlate with the position and frequency of
origins of replication in the genome12,13. Could the fold-
ing of the genome within metaphase chromosomes be
directing the position of potential origins in the next cell
cycle, or is it just reflecting the position of origins in the
preceding one? In either case, the mirror symmetry of
higher-order sister chromatid folding prompts us to
think about how this could be established and propa-
gated through DNA replication. The topology is either
established before or during replication, or it is set up
anew and symmetrically on the sister chromatids after
DNA replication and before mitosis. Both of these
options challenge our knowledge about how chromatin
structure is maintained through cell divisions. While the
mechanism for making an accurate copy of DNA is
inherent within the structure of the double helix itself,
such an elegant solution does not suggest itself for
chromosome structure. 
Because parts of the genome are buried within the
interior of the mitotic chromosome, by default, other
sequences must be exposed on the surface and avail-
able to interact with specific proteins found there. A
subset of nuclear proteins, many of unknown function
but with DNA-binding properties or containing DNA-
binding motifs, coat mitotic chromosomes and might
interact with exposed sequences14. It is not clear
whether these proteins are just hitching a ride on the
chromosomes into the interphase nucleus or whether
they have a more specific role in protecting the genomic
DNA from cellular components during open mitosis, or
in directing genome organization in the subsequent
interphase. At the end of mitosis, the new nuclear en-
velope is built upon a foundation of chromosomes and
integral membrane components of the nuclear en-
velope, such as lamina-associated proteins (LAPs) and
the lamin B receptor (LBR), are recruited to the chromo-
some surface15,16. Their role in establishing the organiz-
ation of the interphase nucleus will be discussed below.
Staking out territory
Once in interphase, chromosomes are generally
considered to be less condensed than their mitotic 
counterparts, but individual chromosomes are still dis-
crete entities and not significantly intermingled with
each other17–19, hence the term chromosome territory has
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The first complete genomic sequence of a eukaryote
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) has already been
accomplished. It is estimated that the sequence of the
human genome will be known early in the next millennium.
Yet it is already apparent that, despite their immense
length, these linear primary sequence maps will be
inadequate descriptions of the eukaryotic genome, be it of
a budding yeast or a human. To reflect our growing
awareness of the importance of spatial context in
chromosome function and in gene expression we argue
that a more complete map of the genome should seek to
embody the richness of information that we expect of the
maps we use to navigate our way around the outside world. 
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been widely adopted (Fig. 3). Moreover, sub-chromoso-
mal domains (for example, individual p and q chromo-
some arms, chromosome bands, and even smaller
domains) are maintained within their own sub-territo-
ries at interphase20–22 (D. Zink, pers. commun.), sug-
gesting that the genome segmentation revealed through
metaphase chromosome bands is translated into inter-
phase nuclear space. Local compartmentalization of
chromatin is consistent both with a multi-loop model20
of interphase chromosome structure (akin to the radial-
loop model of the metaphase chromosome) and with
the random-walk or giant-loop model23, although these
two models make different predictions about the extent
of compartmentalization at different levels of resolution
(C. Muenkel and J. Langowski,
pers. commun.). We still do not
have a feel for how much of a
chromosome might actually lie out-
side of what we visually define as the
territory, delineated using complex
chromosome-painting probes.
In the same way that mitotic
chromosomes have an inner core
and outer surface to which discrete
parts of the genome can be spa-
tially mapped, so the volume of an
interphase chromosome territory
might be considered to have an
interior and a periphery. Do specific
parts of the genome map to these
sites, and how much remodelling
and refolding of the territories
occurs during the cell cycle and
during differentiation? Three-
dimensional interphase genome
mapping has been initiated and,
although the number of individual
sequences analysed thus far is small,
patterns are emerging. Of three
coding regions of the human gen-
ome examined, all were located at
the surface of their respective
chromosome territories, indepen-
dently of transcriptional status24.
The most extreme interpretation of
these data is that most, or all, genes
lie on the surface of chromosome
territories (Fig. 4a), begging the
question of what sequences com-
prise the interior volume. There is
plenty of non-coding DNA in much
of the mammalian genome to fill this
space (half the volume of a sphere
is located in the shell comprising
only the outer one-fifth of its radius).
However, this model has more pro-
found topographical implications
in regions of the mammalian gen-
ome (e.g. the MHC on human
chromosome 6p), where genes are
packed very closely over many Mb,
in other vertebrate genomes where
gene density is high (e.g. Fugu and
the microchromosomes of birds)
and in eukaryotes with little non-coding DNA (e.g. bud-
ding yeast). Are the chromosome territories in these lat-
ter cases all surface and no interior? It is clear that more
work needs to be done to test these ideas, by studying 
the spatial distribution of more loci and larger, more-
contiguous genomic regions, and also by testing the dis-
tribution of other global genomic features, such as CpG
islands, which coincide with concentrations of genes. 
What is appealing about having genes at the surface
of chromosome territories is that it lessens the problem
of how proteins that process RNA can find genes
amongst large tracts of non-coding DNA. The model
might also be extended to include distant regulatory
elements and factors that bind them. It was proposed
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FIGURE 1. Which type of map? At the top is a map of Glen Nevis and the southern slopes
of Ben Nevis (Scotland’s highest mountain) that shows regions of the local environment
that are river, bog, forest or rock. The relationships between place names as well as
structural and functional features of the landscape are represented in this map. The lowest
and highest points of the terrain are depicted using contour lines. (Reproduced from the
Ordnance Survey material with the permission of The Controller of Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office, ª Crown Copyright Licence No. MC 88276M.) Below is a portion of the
human genome map (from a 200 kb stretch of sequence from human chromosome
11p13). The complete human genome map will be 2.5 million times longer than the piece
shown here. The nucleotide sequence does not give us any clues about how this DNA
may be packaged up into chromatin or chromosomes inside of cells, nor to which other
parts of the genome or nuclear compartment it may be in physical proximity.
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that transcription, RNA processing and transport occur
in a space between territories called the interchromo-
somal domain (ICD) compartment, which connects
with the cytoplasm through channels to the nuclear
pores17,25,26 (Figs 3 and 4a). If this is extended to
include activities that act on all DNA, such as replication
and repair, then it would demand extensive remodel-
ling of the chromosome territory during the cell cycle,
so that all sequences could spend some time on the
chromosome surface. The localization of sites of DNA
replication within the interior of territories19,21 indicates
that replication is not confined to the territory surface
and, so, does not demand that there be massive move-
ment of DNA at S-phase towards enzyme complexes on
the chromosome surface. 
Predictions of the ICD model are that nascent RNAs,
RNA polymerases and splicing complexes should be
found at the frontier of chromosome territories and not
in their interior. Accumulations of specific RNAs have
been seen at the border of the territory of the chromo-
some from which they originated, next to their cognate
gene loci25,27. Most of these studies have examined
transcripts originating from integrated copies of viral
genomes. Although transcripts from the 1a1 collagen
gene on human chromosome17 have been examined in
fibroblasts where the gene is very actively transcribed27,
it still remains to be seen whether the same is generally
true of endogenous mammalian genes and their tran-
scripts. Components of the splicing machinery in tran-
scriptionally active cells are also concentrated outside
of the chromosome territories25.
Arguing against the simple ICD model, poly(A) RNA
is not found exclusively outside chromatin domains,
although it appears to concentrate in parts of the
nucleus with low DNA density28, and ongoing tran-
scription can be seen to occur deep within chromo-
some territories (P. Verschure and R. van Driel, pers.
commun.). If genes concentrate on the chromosome
surface then a prediction is that domains of early and
late replication (gene-rich and gene-poor) will partition
to the periphery and interior of territories, respectively.
However, early- and late-replicating domains are dis-
tributed throughout chromosome territories, implying
that early-replicating (and so potentially gene-rich)
DNA can be found within the chromosome interior21
(D. Zink, pers. commun.). The only place where early-
replicating DNA was found preferentially at the surface
of a chromosome territory was on the inactive X (Xi)21.
To accommodate these discrepancies, and to explain
the three-dimensional properties of Xi and the active X
(Xa), the ICD model has been modified to broaden the
concept of what qualifies as the surface of an interphase
chromosome. Simple observations of Xi in flattened
nuclei were always taken as evidence that this silenced
chromosome was more condensed than its active 
counterpart. However, surprisingly, in three-dimensionally
preserved nuclei Xi and Xa are calculated to take up the
same nuclear volume as each other. But Xi has a
rounder and more smooth morphology, whereas Xa has
a more open structure with furrows that run from the
territory surface to the inside of the chromosome29.
These differences could either relate directly to the con-
trasting transcriptional activities of Xa and Xi or to the
coating of XIST RNA on the inactive X (Ref. 27). If the
ICD compartment is extended to include such inlets
into the body of chromosomes, it is still possible that
transcription apparently occurring within chromosome
territories is actually on the chromosome ‘surface’
(Fig. 4a). Indeed, transcripts of 1a1 collagen apparently
within the chromosome 17 territory often coincide
within holes in the chromosome paint27. 
Global positioning
Condensed heterochromatin can be seen within 
the nuclei of many eukaryotes, and even within eu-
chromatin there are differences in interphase chromatin
condensation between, for example, G- and R-bands30.
The more-condensed regions of the nucleus probably
equate with compartments that are repressive for tran-
scription, and so the position of a gene within the
nucleus might influence its activity. In turn, the position
that genes can adopt within the nuclear space might be
dictated by, or constrained by, sequences that they are
joined to in cis (i.e. their position along a chromo-
some)31–33. Therefore, it is necessary for us to move from
genome maps in which each DNA molecule (chromo-
some) is portrayed in isolation, to maps in which the
spatial relationships between sequences on the same
and on different chromosomes, and between sequences
and the nuclear space, can be depicted. 
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Box 1. Digital imaging
Digital imaging has transformed the field of cellular genetics,
virtually replacing photomicroscopy. Light (photons) emit-
ted by fluorescence samples is detected and stored as digital
data; then, a computer is required to transform the raw data
into viewable and manipulatable images. Studies can be 
performed in two, three and four dimensions, and there are
various fluorescence-detecting systems that can be employed,
such as confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), multi-
photon excitation microscopy (MEM) and video microscopy
(VIM). For more details, see Ref. 74.
CLSM
The principle of CLSM is that an image of a particular section
is collected without the out-of-focus fluorescence being
included. This is achieved primarily by passing the emitted
fluorescence generated by laser excitation through a small
aperture. Confocal microscopy has been widely used 
for three-dimensional analyses, collecting stacks of two-
dimensional confocal optical sections.
MEM
As with CLSM, lasers are used as the source of excitation of
the fluorophore. Short pulses of long-wavelength radiation
are used. No out-of-focus fluorescence is generated because
there is only enough energy to excite the fluorophore where
the beam is focused.
VIM
Video microscopy has become very popular and most
researchers use cooled, charge-coupled device (CCD) cam-
eras, enabling the detection of weak signals and minimal
exposure of the sample to the excitation source, making it a
method of choice when performing real-time analyses.
Three-dimensional analyses are also possible by collecting a
series of sections through the sample. These images will
include the out-of-focus fluorescence, but this can be
removed by deconvolution algorithms. The computation
required for this removal is now possible using commercially
available, user-friendly software packages.
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In position effect variegation (PEV), genes become
silenced by their stochastic interaction with hetero-
chromatin. In classical PEV this is a cis effect in which
sequences (often tandem repeats) that can nucleate
complexes of heterochromatin proteins are juxtaposed
next to endogenous gene loci33, or in which transgenes
are integrated close to endogenous blocks of satellite
DNA (Refs 34–36). In special situations, silencing can
occur in trans, that is, there does not have to be satel-
lite or repetitive DNA covalently joined to a gene. In
Drosophila, homologous chromosome pairing ensures
that the juxtaposition in cis of heterochromatin close to
one allele of the brown gene (BwD) is enough to move
the other (wild-type) allele into physical association
with centric heterochromatin31,32 and so bring about its
repression. 
Are there similar areas of repression within the
mammalian nucleus? Many transgenes in the mouse have
been found to insert close to pericentric heterochromatin,
and they are frequently subject to PEV at these sites34–36.
The physical proximity to heterochromatin on the
chromosomal DNA molecule is mirrored in the inter-
phase nucleus (Fig. 4)35. Endogenous mouse genes, not
close to heterochromatin in cis, can also locate to
regions of the nucleus occupied by pericentric hetero-
chromatin37. Transcriptionally inactive genes that encode
various B-cell surface determinants and that map on
different chromosomes colocalize to-
gether with the transcriptional regulator
Ikaros in the nuclei of mouse B lym-
phocytes at sites of pericentric hetero-
chromatin (Fig. 4b). At stages of B-cell
differentiation, when the same genes
are active, there is no colocalization37.
Unanswered questions are: whether the
colocalization is a cause or consequence
of inactivation; whether (as is the case
in BwD) the silenced genes colocalize
with heterochromatin only from their
own chromosome; and, if not, how 
far away from the rest of their chro-
mosome territory do these genes 
move when they take up residence 
in domains occupied by pericentric
heterochromatin, and how much 
surrounding DNA and genes do they
take with them (Fig. 4)? 
Condensations of DNA visible with
simple DNA stains are unlikely to be the
only domains of silencing in mammalian
nuclei. Proteins encoded by vertebrate
homologues of the genes encoding the
Polycomb group (PcG) proteins (e.g.
BMI and HPH1/MPH1, M33, RING1)
and interacting proteins, can colocalize
in foci distinct from pericentric hetero-
chromatin38, although some human
PcG proteins associate with pericentric
heterochromatin in some cell types (P.
Freemont, pers. commun.). It will not
be surprising if genes regulated by
these complexes (e.g. Hox genes) map
in space to these same nuclear
domains. There seems to be no reason
to suppose that gene silencing should have the monop-
oly on nuclear domains – there will probably be places
in the nucleus where genes subject to common means
of activation are brought together. The number of
nuclear domains and bodies identifiable through accu-
mulations of specific proteins is expanding39–41. We
cannot assign functional significance to most of these
domains yet, but some of them contain transcriptional
activators and we should continue to watch these
nuclear spaces as they converge with specific parts of
the genomic sequence41. 
Close to the edge
Just as genomic sequence can be mapped relative to
the inner or outer compartments of individual chromo-
somes at mitosis and interphase, so sequence can also
be mapped relative to obvious structural landmarks of
the nucleus. The human rDNA-containing acrocentric
chromosomes are intrinsic components of nucleoli, and
other chromosomes that contain no rDNA also seem to
localize within or close to this compartment (Fig. 3)42,43.
Towards the edge of the nucleus there is a concen-
tration of heterochromatin and repressed genes37,44,
and a dearth of poly (A) RNA and accumulations of
splicing factors28. Direct genetic links between location
at the nuclear periphery and repression of transcription
are revealed by the roles of Sir3p and Sir4p in the 
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FIGURE 2. Unravelling genome topography. FISH signals from a 450 kb YAC (red) and
an overlapping cosmid (green) that originate from human chromosome 11p13. The
nucleotide sequence in Fig. 1 is contained in the middle of the YAC and the cosmid is
~75 kb proximal of it. The template for hybridization at the extreme right was a fully
condensed metaphase chromosome. Both probes colocalize at the same point along
the longitudinal chromosome axis and there is no lateral spatial resolution. The
450 kb of DNA detected by the YAC is represented by a single spot of hybridization
on each chromatid. At the other extreme, on the far left the probes have been
cohybridized to denatured and decondensed chromatin fibres so that the position of
the cosmid along the length of the YAC can now be determined; all of the information
is still linear as in Fig. 1. In between, the probes have been hybridized to chromatids
from metaphase chromosomes that have had soluble proteins extracted from them to
differing degrees. The YAC signal now has a distinctive ‘V’ shape (second from left)
with the path of the DNA bent through an acute angle at the chromosome core12. The
sequence in Fig. 1 maps close to this point, the cosmid maps mid way along a
chromosome loop. To the right of this a similar loop is seen, but with some twisting
or supercoiling retained in the loop.
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budding yeast33 and by silencing that can be facilitated
by anchoring a locus to the nuclear periphery in this
organism75. At a more global level, regions of the mam-
malian genome replicating in mid- to late S phase also
concentrate towards the edge of the nucleus45–47. This
has led to the suggestion that all mammalian chromo-
somes make some contact with the nuclear envelope48.
This would mean that small, gene-rich and early-repli-
cating chromosomes that also harbour rDNA (e.g.
human chromosome 22 and one of the chicken
microchromosomes3,6), are strung out between the
nucleolus and the nuclear periphery.
It is tempting to speculate that the decoration of
mitotic chromosomes with integral nuclear membrane
proteins (IMPs) leads to the positioning and possibly
anchoring of heterochromatin or gene-poor domains at
the nuclear envelope (Fig. 3). Many IMPs, such as LAP2
and LBR, have chromatin- and/or DNA-binding abil-
ities. LBR tantalizingly adorns the surface of Chinese
hamster mitotic chromosomes in a G-banding pattern16,
and has an affinity for the heterochromatic protein HP1
(Ref. 49). Nuclear lamins themselves can also associate
with mitotic chromosomes and bind to chromatin50.
The protein–DNA interactions involved in partition-
ing parts of the genome to either the nuclear periphery
or interior and nucleolus clearly have major conse-
quences on overall genome topology and function. The
ultimate position of any chromosome or gene locus in
the nucleus will be a trade-off of interactions between
the genome and several different components of
nuclear architecture. Changes in the localization of pro-
teins and gene loci at the nuclear periphery, nucleolus
or within the nucleus might be associated with dramatic
changes in phenotype, such as cellular ageing and
tumourigenesis51–54. 
The bare bones of a map
Components of the nuclear lamina and the nucleo-
lus remain intact after nuclei have been extracted with a
variety of agents55,56. As well as these durable con-
stituents, it is hypothesized that there is a more exten-
sive ultrastructure that withstands such treatments and
that ramifies throughout the nucleus. Depending on
methodology and ideology, such structures have been
burdened with graphic labels such as nuclear matrix,
scaffold or skeleton. The numerous arguments that
have erupted from such studies generally centre around
whether such sub-structure is a pre-formed framework
within the nucleus with an organizational role, or
whether it is merely a consequence of function and
accumulations of protein complexes. 
DNA sequences fractionating with the nuclear
matrix (matrix attachment regions, MARs), scaffold
(scaffold attachment regions, SARs) or skeleton (no col-
lective acronym!) can be isolated biochemically. Gross
differences in the characteristics of each of these groups
of sequences are exposed by their distinctly different
distributions in the genome57. The discord may arise
through our tendency to assume equivalence between
the scaffold, matrix and skeleton and their associated
DNA sequences, whereas they each are probably very
different in composition and function. The intrinsic
mitotic chromosome scaffold might persist in a modi-
fied interphase form within chromosome territories. By
contrast, many classical nuclear matrix components
have no mitotic counterparts and are distributed within
the ICD compartment58 and include RNA, and com-
plexes that act on RNA (Refs 59, 60). Specific species of
RNAs and actively transcribed genes also resist extraction
in nuclear matrix preparations27,56. 
It has been suggested that transcription occurs in
immobilized factories that make up part of the nuclear
skeleton. Each of these factories contains multiple
active polymerases and, in principle, they could bring
together templates derived from gene loci on different
chromosomes61. Similarly, replication is also proposed
to occur in factories of immobilized DNA polymerases62
at which replication is initiated from multiple origins
simultaneously. Again, each factory could bring
together replicons located on different chromosomes,
but the coherence of pulse-labelled sites of replication
through into metaphase and subsequent cell cycles 
suggests that these clustered replicons derive from 
the same chromosome and, indeed, the same sub-
chromosomal region (band)19,22 (D. Zink, pers. com-
mun.). Clusters of early-replicating (gene-rich) DNA
resist extraction from the nucleus with high salt22, and
some origins of replication specifically co-map with
sites of attachment to the nuclear matrix63.
Maps on the move
Every facet of genome organization we have dis-
cussed could be dynamic. The location of chromo-
somes, sub-chromosomal domains and specific loci
inside the nucleus, and their associations with specific
proteins, might be modified during the cell cycle and
during differentiation. The concentration of Ikaros protein
into foci in B cells is lost during S phase and, moreover,
as immature B-lymphocyte cells progress to maturity
the complement of genes associated with these foci
changes37. Movements of centromeres and telomeres















FIGURE 3. Model of interphase nuclear organization. The nucleus
is comprised of a number of structural entities, compartments,
concentrations of components involved in metabolic processes
and, of course, chromosomes. The nuclear membrane contains
integral membrane proteins such as lamin B receptor (LBR) and
lamina associated protein 2 (LAP2) that might have a role in
positioning chromosomes within the nucleus15,16,49. The nuclear
lamina is subjacent to the inner nuclear envelope. Chromosomes
are in territories (dark blue) and there appears to be little
intermingling of chromosomes17–20. Between the chromosomes is
the interchromosomal domain (ICD) compartment17,25,26, which
contains various nuclear bodies, such as coiled bodies and PML
bodies, specific species of RNA and components of the splicing
machinery25,26.
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during the cell cycle have been recorded64,65. Pairing of
homologous chromosomes in Drosophila does not
occur in early embryonic stages32, and a fleeting associ-
ation of homologous chromosomes, but only at
imprinted loci, has been seen in late S phase of mam-
malian cells66. Conversely, extrapolation from the regu-
lar arrangement of human chromosomes on the
metaphase plate suggests a more static overall view of
interphase chromosome arrangement67. 
It is possible, but cumbersome, to take snapshots of
the genome in cells fixed at different points during the
cell cycle or during development. It is more elegant,
and more powerful, to visualize specific genomic
regions of living cells in real-time. Whole chromosome
territories have been revealed by microinjecting fluor-
escently tagged nucleotides into cells, allowing these
cells to complete several division cycles, and so to 
segregate (through semi-conservative replication) the
label to one or a few chromosomes19. The problem
with this approach is that it is impossible to tell which
chromosome is which inside the living cell in this way.
A single transcriptionally active
locus has been visualized in living
Drosophila embryos by the microin-
jection of fluorescently labelled anti-
body directed against a protein
recruited to the locus after heat-
shock. Considerable and distinct
types of movements of this locus
were recorded68.
New avenues of investigation
are coming from the use of green
fluorescent protein (GFP). Specific
chromosomal proteins have been
fused to GFP so that the sites of
these proteins, and we assume the
normal DNA sequences that they
associate with, can be visualized 
in living cells. For example, in
human cells expressing the a-satel-
lite binding protein CENP-B fused
with GFP (Ref. 69), the elasticity of
individual centromeric domains
contrasts with the static relationship
of centromeres with each other.
Similarly, GFP-topoisomerase II in
Drosophila has been used to
address the question of how free or
constrained chromosomes are to
diffuse within the nucleus70. The
movements recorded appear to be
passive (compatible with Brownian
motion) rather than actively
directed by cellular activities. The
important findings of these experi-
ments are that the diffusion con-
stants measured, although several
orders of magnitude slower than
DNA in solution, are sufficiently
large to allow significant move-
ments during the course of inter-
phase, but they are also low
enough that chromatin can only
diffuse slowly within a limited sub-
region of the nucleus. This combination of constraint
and diffusion leads the authors of this study to the con-
clusion that nuclear architecture is an important factor
in determining whether any two loci are likely to meet.
It also means that specific localization of DNA segments
might be most effectively established as cells exit mito-
sis and before the fully formed interphase nucleus con-
strains large-scale movements.
These conclusions were confirmed in budding yeast
by targeting GFP to novel binding sites engineered 
into the yeast genome70 and a similar approach has
recently been extended into mammalian cells.
However, one caveat of these studies is that detection
of GFP binding in the mammalian genome necessitates
large amplified arrays of binding sites. The aberrant
packaging of such sequences in the mammalian
nucleus is manifest by their appearance in the nucleus
as homogeneously staining regions71,72, leaving open
the possibility that their recorded dynamic movements
and condensation are not representative of normal
chromatin. 

















FIGURE 4. Spatial localization of active and silenced genes in nuclei. (a) Active genes (green)
have been seen on the surface of chromosome territories24. The ICD compartment is
suggested to be where transcription and RNA processing occur and to be the channels
through which RNA travels to be exported through nuclear pores17,25,26. Whether
transcription takes place throughout chromosome territories or is only at the territory
exterior is now being debated, but it is probable that chromosome territories have ICD
channels extending into them27,29. (b) In the left panel, some genes are silenced (red)
through their location, in cis, close to heterochromatin (black)33–36. In the middle and right
panels, other silenced genes (red), although not located close to heterochromatin in cis, can
nonetheless locate to parts of the nucleus occupied by heterochromatin. Concentrations of
proteins (e.g. Ikaros) involved in the transcriptional regulation of such genes colocalize with
the silenced genes37. We do not know whether such genes solely reside close to
heterochromatin from their own chromosome territory (right panel)31,32 or whether they can
colocalize with heterochromatin from another chromosome territory (middle panel).
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Future aims must be to vivify normal endogenous
loci, either by improving the sensitivity of the existing
GFP-based systems or by using other directed reporters
that are compatible with living cells73. It is clear that
unfolding genome topography will continue to drive
our understanding of mechanisms of gene regulation,
genome instabilities and rearrangements. It might also
allow us to manipulate the genome in more sophisti-
cated and subtle ways. Ptolemy urged the map-makers
of the second century AD to ‘survey the whole in its just
proportions’ and to represent ‘in pictures the whole
known world together with the phenomena contained
therein’. There can be no better call to arms for genome
mappers of the third millennium.
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